
  

 

 

 

 

     March 1, 2017 

 

By now everyone should be settled into 2017. I started the New Year by 

purchasing a Baby Lock Destiny II. They still haven't found a way for this amazing 

machine to prepare lunch, but it will do most everything else.  

In addition to being pretty to look at this machine will scan images and then 

convert them to embroidery designs. So far I've scanned in a few of the 

grandchildren's drawings but I haven't stitched any yet. I need to get comfortable 

with operating the machine and all the new buttons and gadgets it came with.  

Our oldest daughter has a January birthday and lives in Mississippi so try to keep 

her supplied with winter and Wisconsin things. I sent her a Packer shirt and this 

little snowman wallhanging. The designs are from Embroidery Library.com - one 

of my favorite sites for embroidery designs. 

    I stitched out some Butterfly and Bloom designs, also  

    from Embroidery Library, and used pastel gingham to  

    make this baby quilt. It looks very vintage 1950's.

Two Sisters and A Quilt 

Your mind is a garden, 

Your thoughts are the seeds. 

You can grow flowers, or 

You can grow weeds. 

 

 

 



The BOM for this year is a child's medallion quilt. It begins with a little lamb in the 

center and is then completed with borders. I've used solid fabrics and 1930   

     reproductions. The quilt would have a very   

     different look in done up in batiks. 

     I have included several methods to make the  

     butterfly.  In the second step I will provide   

     different ways to make flowers to embellish the 

     meadow.  

     The pattern and directions for this quilt can be 

     found on the BOM tab of the out website. 

               www.twosistersandaquilt.com  

******************************************************************* 

                     News From  J & A Stitches 

     The 2017 show season is off to a great start. It is 

     always fun to reconnect with old friends and to   

     make new ones. 

     We continue to add new fabrics to our shop. One   

     of the new lines features old trains. Another has a cosmic 

theme with pictures of the planets and then a question about that planet. This would make an 

excellent learning quilt for a child interested in space or for use in a classroom.  

 

We have a bright new line called Kismet. It has a black background with bright, deep primary 

colors that appear to be exploding stars. There is an extensive line of coordinates with dots and 

doodling lines in the bright colors on black. The line also features the primary colors looking like 

fractured glass. 

  

We will be having an Inventory Reduction Sale May 2 - 6. Select fabrics will be 10 - 50%. This is 

an excellent opportunity to buy premium fabrics for the back of your quilt at a great bargain 

price. 

Be sure to check out the show list on our website. If there is one in your area please stop in to 

say "Hello".  Addie 
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Cut      Old World Santa 

    This little Santa stands about 10" tall. He is simple to  

    make and requires no pattern. If you make a dozen 

    of them, they will all be just a little different. They can 

    be taller or shorter or wider at the bottom. They can be 

    any color you want them to be. This little guy was made 

    using 30's reproduction Christmas fabrics. He would be 

    cute made up in homespun fabrics too. 

Start with a piece of fabric around 12" x 12". Fold it in half right sides together. 

Starting at one 6" end, stitch up to the top, around for the head and back to the 

bottom.  Leave the bottom open for stuffing. Cut him out and turn right sides out.  

 

 

 

Fuse a scrap of fusible web to a piece of muslin and cut out his face - 

approximately a 2¼" circle. Adjust the size according to your Santa. Fuse the face 

to the Santa. Stuff about ¾ of the body with fiber fill and the rest with beans or 

rice to weight the bottom and help him stand. Fold the bottom like you were 

wrapping a package and stitch or glue shut. 

His beard and hat band are made from wool batting. Fluff and shape the batting 

until you are pleased with it. Glue in place around his face. Add eyes and a mouth 

with fabric markers. Shape a piece of the batting and glue in place for his 

mustache. Glue a small strip of batting around his head for his hat band. 

Tie some raffia or jute around his middle. I stuck a twig into his waistband. 

--------------- 

I hope you have found something helpful and something useful in this issue of our newsletter. It 

feels good to get back to writing it. I have had computer problems and my contact list was 

messed up. If you receive 2 copies of the newsletter or decide you do not want to receive it any 

more, please email me.  - Remember to stitch a little every day.  Nancy 

 

  


